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Geckos have evolved one of the most versatile and effective adhesives known. The mechanism of dry adhesion in the millions of setae on the toes of geckos has been the focus of scientific study for over a century. We provide the first direct experimental evidence for dry adhesion of gecko setae by van der Waals forces, and reject the use of mechanisms relying on high surface polarity, including capillary adhesion. The toes of live Tokay geckos were highly hydrophobic, and adhered equally well to strongly hydrophobic and strongly hydrophilic, polarizable surfaces. Adhesion of a single isolated gecko seta was equally effective on the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces of a microelectro-mechanical systems force sensor. A van der Waals mechanism implies that the remarkable adhesive properties of gecko setae are merely a result of the size and shape of the tips, and are not strongly affected by surface chemistry. Theory predicts greater adhesive forces simply from subdividing setae to increase surface density, and suggests a possible design principle underlying the repeated, convergent evolution of dry adhesive microstructures in gecko, anoles, skinks, and insects. Estimates using a standard adhesion model and our measured forces come remarkably close to predicting the tip size of Tokay gecko seta. We verified the dependence on size and not surface type by using physical models of setal tips nanofabricated from two different materials. Both artificial setal tips stuck as predicted and provide a path to manufacturing the first dry, adhesive microstructures.

In the 4th century B.C., Aristotle observed the ability of the gecko to “run up and down a tree in any way, even with the head downwards” (1). Two millennia later, we are uncovering the secrets of how geckos use millions of tiny foot-hairs to adhere to even molecularly smooth surfaces. We tested the two currently competing hypotheses (2, 3) of adhesion mechanisms in gecko setae: (i) thin-film capillary forces (or other mechanisms relying on hydrophilicity) and (ii) van der Waals forces. First, we tested the capillary and van der Waals hypotheses experimentally. Second, we used our experimentally measured adhesion forces in a mathematical model (4) to generate an independent prediction of the size of a setal tip. We compared the predicted size with the empirical values measured by electron microscopy (5). Third, we fabricated a physical model of gecko setal tips from two different materials. We then compared the adhesive function of the physical model to predicted force values from the mathematical model.

Previously, we showed by calculation that our direct force measurements of a single gecko seta (3) were consistent with adhesion by van der Waals forces, but we could not reject the only other untested mechanism—wet, capillary adhesion that relies on the hydrophilic nature of the surface. Capillary forces contribute to adhesion in many insects (6–13), frogs (14–16), and even some mammals (17). Unlike many insects, geckos lack setal hair, and in gecko setae, then adhesive force should depend more on size than the nature of the setal tips (spatulae) than on the nature of the setal
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material (23). This theoretical dependence on size and not surface type encouraged our nanofabrication of synthetic spatulae. If van der Waals forces are responsible for gecko adhesion, then we should be able to fabricate physical models of spatulae whose surfaces differ in material, but are equally effective in adhesion.

Materials and Methods

Foot Adhesion. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic semiconductor wafers.
We placed a single toe of nine live Tokay geckos (Gekko gecko) against the surface of a vertically oriented 50-mm diameter semiconductor wafer (Wafer World, West Palm Beach, FL), which was embedded in a Plexiglas plate fixed with a rigid rod to a dual-range force sensor ( Vernier, Beaverton, OR). The gecko was pulled down an oxidized silicon (SiO2, 100 orientation) or GaAs (type N-Si, 100 orientation) wafer until the toe slipped off. We measured shear force on the toes of the front and hind limbs. To measure only a single toe, we restrained the geckos by hand, and held the other toes in a flexed position. We excluded any trial in which the gecko struggled or moved its toe. However, the geckos proved incapable of releasing their toes while under high shear loads during a trial (approximately greater than 1 N). Thus, behavior of the live animal was unlikely to have affected values of maximal shear force of single toes. Real-time force data were collected on a computer (Power Macintosh, Apple with MACLAB CHART V3.6.5, ADInstruments, Sydney) at a rate of 40 Hz. Because force of adhesion is strongly correlated with pad area (27), we standardized the data by dividing the maximum force generated at each toe by the pad area of that toe to determine shear stress. We measured pad area for each gecko by scanning the animals on a flatbed scanner (Agfa) and analyzing the images with a commercial program (CANVAS 7.0.2, Deneba, Miami). We analyzed all data with a statistics program (STATVIEW 5.0.1; SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

Water droplet contact angle measurements. Water droplet contact angles were measured on isolated seta-bearing toe pads (scansors). We carefully peeled the outer epidermal layer of single scansors from five restrained, nonmolting geckos. The scansors were affixed to glass slides, setal side up, using cyanoacrylate gel glue. The fixed scansors were oriented such that the setae formed a flat surface on which water contact angles could be measured under a microscope (Nikon SMZ-1500). Images (2,048 × 1,536 pixels) of ∼500-μm deionized droplets were captured on a digital camera (Nikon Coolpix 990). Water contact angles on the setal surface were measured in CANVAS 8 (Deneba) on a Macintosh computer.

Setal Adhesion. Fabrication of MEMS cantilevers. We used a (111) SIMOX SOI (silicon-on-insulator) wafer as the starting material, and defined cantilever patterns by contact lithography followed by plasma etching (28). The backside of the cantilevers were then patterned, again using contact lithography, and released using a DRIE (deep reactive ion etching) process. The buried oxide layer was removed in hydrofluoric acid, leaving a released cantilever. Silicon forms a thin native oxide layer on its surface when exposed to humid air. This silicon dioxide layer is hydrophilic. The “hydrophilic” data were taken while the cantilevers were covered in this thin layer of native oxide (θ = 0.0°). To produce a hydrophobic surface on the MEMS sensor, we used a vapor-phase hydrofluoric (HF) acid etch. HF removes the native oxide layer and produces a hydrogen-terminated silicon surface. The (111) surface of silicon can be passivated this way to prevent further oxidation for days. In the absence of a native oxide layer, the silicon surface is hydrophobic (θ = 81.9°). The “hydrophobic” data were taken within minutes of this chemical passivation. Because length, width, and thickness of the cantilever can be defined/measured precisely, and because the cantilever is made entirely of single crystal silicon, published mechanical properties of silicon (29) were used for force calibration.

Adhesion measurements on hydrophobic and hydrophilic MEMS sensors. We carefully peeled the outer epidermal layer of a single seta-bearing toe pad (scansor) off the toe of a restrained, live, nonmolting gecko. With the tip of a finely etched tungsten pin, we scraped the epidermal surface to break off individual setae at the base of the stalk. The isolated seta was then glued to the end of a no. 2 insect pin with 5-Minute epoxy (TTWDevcon, Danvers, MA). The pin had a tip diameter of approximately 15 μm. To prevent the epoxy from creeping up the stalk of the seta, which might change the mechanical property of the specimen, we precured the epoxy for ∼1 min before applying it to the specimen. The seta was oriented such that the spatular surface was approximately perpendicular to the axis of the pin. All preparations were completed under a compound microscope. The pin was then mounted on a computer-controlled piezoelectric actuator with closed-loop feedback using capacitive position sensors (Physik Instrument E-500.00, Karlsruhe, Germany). The actuator moved the spatular surface of the seta into contact with the cantilever and then pulled away at 10 μm/s. The experiments...
were recorded on VHS videotape using a charge coupled device (CCD) camera (Sony CCD-IRIS). Deflections of the cantilever were measured by using captured images at the instant of detachment. Resolution was ± 0.4 μN, limited by the resolution of the video recording equipment.

**Physical Model Adhesion. Fabrication of synthetic setal tips.** We fabricated synthetic spatulae from two different hydrophobic (θ = 87°) polymer materials, silicone rubber (PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane; Dow–Corning, HS II) and polyester resin (TAP Plastics, Dublin, CA). Young’s moduli of polymers were 0.57 MPa for the HS II and 0.85 GPa for the polyester, determined by measuring the stiffness of molded rectangular polymer beams of a known size. Synthetic spatulae were fabricated in dimensions similar to natural Tokay gecko spatulae (0.2 μm; ref. 30) using an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)-based nanomolding technique. A flat wax surface (J. Freeman, Inc., Dorchester, MA) was punched with an AFM probe (Nanosensors, Wetzlar-Blankenfeld, Germany, Pointprobe cantilever with 42 N/m stiffness) with a conical tip of apex radius 10–20 nm and 15 μm height. The punched surface was then filled with polymer. After curing, molded polymer surfaces were detached from the wax by peeling.

**Adhesion measurements for synthetic setal tips.** Perpendicular adhesion force of the fabricated spatula was measured by a rectangular tipless AFM probe. We used a laser micromachining system (QuickLaze-50; New Wave Research, Fremont, CA) to cut the tip end of a standard rectangular AFM probe (Nanosensors). After calibrating the probe stiffness, perpendicular force between the probe and the synthetic spatula was measured. There is ~30% uncertainty in the synthetic spatula contact radii estimates because of the AFM imaging and tipless probe contact location and orientation errors during the pull-off measurements. The rms surface roughness of PDMS and polyester were measured by AFM as ~3 nm and 5 nm, respectively; thus, the roughness effect can be neglected. Measurements were made at 25°C and 58% relative humidity. Perpendicular forces were measured by using a probe with 1.75 N/m stiffness and 390 nm/s retraction speed.

**Results and Discussion**

**Experimental Support of van der Waals Adhesion Hypothesis.** The capillary adhesion hypothesis predicts high attachment forces on hydrophilic semiconductors (SiO$_2$) and low attachment forces on hydrophobic semiconductors (GaAs and Si). The van der Waals hypothesis predicts high attachment forces on all semiconductors, regardless of hydrophobicity. Our present measurements of live gecko toes and single setae on hydrophilic and hydrophobic semiconductor surfaces (Fig. 1) support the van der Waals hypothesis, and is inconsistent with the hypothesis that capillary adhesion determines adhesive force (24, 25, 31). In fact, high setal hydrophobicity may aid in decreasing the setal–substrate gap distance by excluding layers of water at points of contact, further reducing the role of capillary adhesion and increasing van der Waals forces.

**van der Waals Model Predicts Actual Spatular Dimensions.** If van der Waals adhesion determines setal force, then geometry and not surface chemistry should dictate the design of setae. We represent an individual seta as a stalk with a bundle of terminal tips (spatulae). If we model spatulae as cylinders, each with a hemispherical end of radius $R$ adhering to a surface, then given our empirical measurements of adhesive force, we can apply a useful theory of adhesion (Johnson–Kendall–Roberts; refs. 4 and 23) to predict $R$ for the spatulae. We measured ~40 μN adhesion per seta on MEMS surfaces. There are ~3,600 tetrads of setae per mm$^2$ (39), or 14,400 setae per mm$^2$. Therefore, adhesive stress from our force measurements is ~576,000 N/m$^2$ (5.68 atmospheres; 1 atm = 101.3 kPa). The Johnson–Kendall–Roberts theory adhesion force for a sphere-plane model is $F = 3/2πRW$ per sphere (spatula in our case). If the spatulae are tightly packed together, the stress will be approximately $(3/2)nRW/rR^2 = (3/2)W/R$. Using a typical adhesion energy for van der Waals surfaces ($W = 50–60$ mJ/m$^2$), we can calculate the
predicted radii ($R$) of individual spatulae in the bundle using our force measurements: $R = (3/2)W^* \text{area}/F = 0.13–0.16 \mu m$. This value is close to empirical measurements (3, 5). Even though the calculation is only a gross approximation, it shows that our predicted perpendicular forces for PDMS using the Johnson–Kendall–Roberts model (185 nN, for $\gamma_2 = 21.4 \text{ mJ/m}^2$; ref. 42; $R \approx 335 \text{ nm}$) and polyester (280 nN, for $\gamma_2 = 44.6 \text{ mJ/m}^2$; ref. 42) were within error bounds of measured values, providing further support that our synthetic spatulae approximate the structure and function of natural spatulae.

The use of van der Waals dispersion force by geckos suggests that evolution can result in an effective adhesive by simply building an array of small structures rather than by synthesizing a structure with a specialized surface chemistry. Thus, geckos have been able to exploit the peculiarities of their epidermal structure (5, 35, 36) and evolve elaborate microstructures with phenomenal adhesive properties. Maximizing surface density as predicted by the Johnson–Kendall–Roberts model may represent the most important design principle underlying the multiple convergent evolutions of keratinous setae in geckos (43–46), and in convergent adhesive systems in anoles (47), and skinks (30). Interestingly, insects too have evolved adhesive setae (2, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 21, 48–60) using a different material, chitin. This is a further indication that geometry, not surface chemistry, is the central design principle in the evolution of adhesive setae.

Our preliminary physical models provide proof of concept that humans can fabricate the first dry, adhesive microstructures when inspired by biology. There is a striking contrast between the simple Johnson–Kendall–Roberts-based models we used and the geometrically complex structures evolved by geckos. Each Tokay seta bears hundreds of tips on a curved shaft, and the tips themselves consist of a stalk with a thin, roughly triangular end, where the apex of the triangle connects the tip to its stalk. It is likely that the added complexity of gekko setae provides ease of attachment and detachment (3), and the ability to adhere to rough as well as smooth surfaces. We find it remarkable, however, that the geometrically simple Johnson–Kendall–Roberts model and our physical models were sufficient to approximate the function of setal tips. We suggest that development of biologically inspired dry adhesive microstructures will not require direct biomimicry of complex gekko setal structures, but rather application by analogy of the essential design principles underlying their evolution.
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